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ABSTRACT

JOHAN ADECANDRA (2012). THE INFLUENCE OF INGE'S UNCONSCIOUS
MIND ON HER PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT IN ANGELIKA FREMD'S
HEARTLAND. Yogyakarta: Department of English Letters, Faculty of Letters,
Sanata Dharma University.
The personality development is the changes in personality that can be
influenced by the unconscious mind. In other word, it is process of changes in a
character’s way of thinking that influenced by the character’s unconscious mind. In
this case is a character’s archetype. Here, the writer will explain how the unconscious
mind of Inge can influence her personality.
In this thesis, the writer is going to analyze the unconscious mind of Inge in
Angelika Fremd’s novel. There are three objectives presented in this thesis. The first
is to find out the character personality of Inge is described in the novel. The second is
to identify Inge’s unconscious mind. The third is to find out how the unconscious
mind of Inge influences her personality development.
The writer conducts library research to answer all the problem formulations in
this thesis. The writer uses Jung’s personality theory to analyze the unconscious mind
of Inge and how it influences her personality.
Then, the writer is able to conclude that Inge’s personality who in the
beginning was a young girl changed into a woman. Inge who at first did not have
persona changed her personality and used her persona to gain attention from people
around her. Inge who at first trusted her father changed her personality and Inge began
to doubt her father. Inge who always obeyed her mother changed into a woman who
mistrusted her mother. This was influenced by eight process of development that Inge
had. First, Inge was mistrusting the mother archetype inside her. From this process
Inge began to develop her persona because she did not want to look like her mother.
Second, she doubted her father figure. Inge killed her father figure so that Inge lost
faith of her parents. Third, she initiated in her family, created courage on her. Inge
tried to build courage inside her and started to believe in her family once again. Forth,
she was superior in her school. Inge who did not have important position in her family
tried to gain her superiority in her school. Fifth, she was looking for role models to
inhabit. Inge who did not want to be look like her mother started looking for woman
model to inhabit. Sixth, her intimacy or her romance also influenced Inge’s
personality. Men influences on Inge’s personality development were big. The
influence of her boyfriend toward Inge’s personality was so great; it changed Inge’s
manner and idea. Seventh, step of caring also influenced her personality development.
Eight, integrity and despair also changed her personality in the end.
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ABSTRAK

JOHAN ADECANDRA (2012). THE INFLUENCE OF INGE'S UNCONSCIOUS
MIND ON HER PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT IN ANGELIKA FREMD'S
HEARTLAND. Yogyakarta: Jurusan Sastra Inggris, Fakultas Sastra, Universitas
Sanata Dharma.
Perkembangan kepribadian adalah perubahan suatu kepribadian yang
disebabkan oleh alam bawah sadar seseorang. Dengan kata lain, perkembangan
kepribadian adalah proses perubahan dalam bagaimana karakter berpikir atau
bertindak yang dipengaruhi oleh hal dari alam bawah sadarnya. Dalam hal ini adalah
archetype-nya. Pada skripsi ini akan dijelaskan bagaimana alam bawah sadar Inge
mempengaruhi kepribadiannya.
Dalam skripsi ini, penulis akan menganalisa alam bawah sadar Inge, karakter
utama dalam novel yang ditulis oleh Angelika Fremd. Ada tiga rincian permasalahan
yang ingin dicapai dalam skripsi ini. Yang pertama adalah mengetahui kepribadian
dari Inge. Yang kedua adalah mengidentifikasi alam bawah sadar Inge. Yang ketiga
adalah mengetahui bagaimana alam bawah sadarnya mempengaruhi kepribadiannya.
Penulis melakukan tinjauan pustaka untuk menjawab semua permasalahan di
skripsi ini. Penulis menggunakan Teori Kepribadian yang diutarakan oleh Carl Gustav
Jung untuk menganalisa alam bawah sadar Inge dan bagaimana hal tersebut dapat
mempengaruhi kepribadiannya.
Kemudian, penulis dapat menyimpulkan bahwa Inge yang pada awalnya
adalah seorang gadis yang tidak memiliki persona, mempercayai sosok ayahnya, dan
selalu mendengarkan perkataan ibunya menjadi seorang wanita yang memiliki
persona, meragukan sosok ayahnya, dan kehilangan kepercayaan pada ibunya. Hal ini
dipengaruhi oleh delapan proses perubahan kepribadiannya. Pertama, Inge meragukan
sosok ibunya dalam dirinya yang mendorongnya membuat persona. Kedua, ia juga
meragukan sosok ayahnya. Ketiga, ia mulai berinisiasi dalam keluarga yang pada
akhirnya menciptakan keberanian dalam dirinya. Yang keempat adalah ia menonjol di
sekolahnya. Kelima, ia mencari sosok atau idola untuk menjadi patokannya di masa
depan. Keenam, romantismenya juga mempengaruhi perubahan kepribadiannya.
Ketujuh, adalah bagaimana kepeduliannya juga mempengaruhi kepribadiannya.
Kedelapan, adalah keputus asaannya yang merubah kepribadiannya.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Study
When it comes to define what literature is it never simple as it seems, it can
be said that literature can be recognized as creative writing that contains artistic
value because of the contain inside of literature. The art of words create beautiful
story is the artistic value in literature. Idea and thought contain in literary works is
also the artistic value of literature.
Literary work is one of media, which can be used to transfer author idea to
the reader. By reading a literary work such as novel, poetry, or drama, readers has
become object to transfer the author idea. Social issues, political issues, moral
philosophy, information, and science also can be transferred through literary
work. Through character created by the author in the story those issues can be
transferred into the reader. The relation between human and literature can be
described as the process of thinking that written in a beautiful word contains
artistic value.
Speaking about literature still can be related with human as the author is
developed and changed. Human will never be the same, they are facing the
process of development from infant into young adult then grow up into wise adult
who called development. It is the same as a character in a novel, character in the
novel also faces the same process. They will also face the process of changing and
developing as same as human. The changes that happen to a character are not -

1
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always physical but also changes in their way of thinking. In other words
personality also can change or develop.
They are many theories explain the changes and development of a character
personality.

Personality

t he or y

is

divided

into

psychoanalytic,

social

psychoanalytic, behaviorist, humanistic, and trait theory. The theorists from
psychoanalytic are Sigmund Freud and Carl G. Jung, their theory explains that the
change of a character is influenced by the unconscious mind of the character
itself. Freud theory is focusing into the important of childhood memories while
Jung elaborates the existence of collective unconscious inside personality that
influences the character’s personality.
The next theorists from social psychoanalytic are Alfred Adler and Karen
Horney, their theory of psychoanalytic is focusing into human as social creature,
the relationship between human and their society, the effect and sub-effect.
Behaviorist theorists are John Watson, BF Skinner, Dollard and Miller. Their
theory explains that behaviors can influence someone personality. The theorist
from humanistic is Abraham Maslow and Carl Rogers. Their theory explains the
positive aspect of human. The factor of psychoanalytic, social and behaviorist can
be resulted in the personality development of a character.
Literature can be produced in every language, in every country. One kind of
literary work that can be used to transfer idea is novel. Novel can be produced in
every country. In novel itself existed character which also gradually transforming
their personality.
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Angelika Fremd is one of the Australian novelists. She writes novels, poetry,
and play performance. Angelika Fremd was born in 1944 in Seelow Mark,
Germany. She moved to Australia in 1956 in Victoria. She worked as a German
teacher, an editor, and a writer in Queensland. In 1992, the Literature Board of
Australia Council awarded Angelika Fremd a Fellowship category B. This award
supports her in her writing of Heartland. Her novels are Heartland and the Glass
inferno is set as a text course in Australia and English university. Heartland is one
of her best novels, tells story of a family, The Heinrich family.
(http://www.projectroom.com/joystick/cross2000/5/angelikafremd.htm)
The story in Heartland is about a German family, the Heinrich family who
moves to a new land in Australia because of World War II. It is very interesting
story of how the Heinrich family tries to adapt with their new society, which raise
the conflict inside and from the outside. Each character develops their perspective
in the new environment because of the adaptation. Conflict occurs in the first
chapter because of disagreement of some character to move to new environment.
The Heinrich family is Lisl, a pregnant mother, Karl the father, Inge the oldest
sister, and Monica. The internal conflict occurs in the Heinrich family between
Lisl and Karl as unresolved conflict and creates big mountain ice under the calm
water. Inge’s conflicts are between Karl and Lisl, where Karl as her stepfather and
has a figure as an animal who is ready to eat her and Lisl who found her as a rival.
The external conflict occurs by how each character in Heinrich family tries to
survive as immigrant in Australia. Karl tries to look for a job in Eejon while Lisl
is homesick and that made Lisl looks uninterested for the Heinrich family to move
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to Australia. There is interesting point from Heartland where most of the
characters there are women, Mrs. Gerhard, Lisl, Emma, Inge, Monika, Katrina,
Mrs. Kolnikov, Renate Gerhard, and others while men characters are Karl, Mr.
Cooke, Brian, Mr.Koch, Dan, and David. It is interesting to analyze the characters
involved in the story and Inge as the main character. Inge’s motivation, intention
shaping her persona so that she can use it as she likes to gain attention and gain
her purpose.
Speaking of persona, persona is part of personality development. Here is the
relationship between novel and theory of personality that will be used to analyze
the character personality development. Since Inge was the main character and she
was developing a persona, it means that she subjectively develops personality
from her inside. In other words, she gradually changes her personality from
herself and it is not influenced by the environment.
The conflict affects all characters in the story. The main character is
important to analyze because she is developing character. Character is one of the
main intrinsic elements of literary work. To understand the story, first, readers
must understand its character. Character’s can be analyzed from their physical
appearance, economic status, and moral or ethical choice. An image of character
can be analyzed from character physically and psychology. It is interesting to
know that the conflict does not only occur from the outside or environment, but
inside the character a conflict occurs. The main character goals to achieve true
self. This is the reason why the writer chooses Jung personality theory for
analyzing the main character in Heartland. The main character transforms her
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personality subjectively while Jung theory of personality analyzes the relationship
of individual unconscious mind that influences character personality. Main
character here was analyzed using personality theory based on Jung’s personality
theory.
Carl Gustav Jung is a psychiatrist who was born in Swiss July 26, 1875. In
his theory, Jung divides human mind into three parts, Ego, Personal unconscious,
and collective unconscious. Ego is a character conscious mind. Personal
unconscious mind is place where memories stored but not permanently erased,
temporal memory. These memories can be restored to conscious easily. Personal
unconscious mind also place where memories for some reason is repressed.
Collective unconscious mind is containing experiences since we were born.
Experiences are stored in unconscious mind can be restored into conscious mind
as a flash of images, in other words it can be restore in a shape of dream. Jung
called this continuous or flash of images as “archetype”.
To make it simple, human brain has the same function with a computer. The
ego has the same function as the operating system that is stored in hard disk.
Personal unconscious has the same function as RAM (Raw Access Memory) that
stores temporary services to log on into operating system. However, data contains
in the RAM will be erased when computer is turned off. Personal unconscious has
the same function that it will erase memory is stored in personal unconscious
when it is not needed anymore. Collective unconscious mind has the same
function as folder of recycle bin. Memories are stored in collective unconscious is
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not permanently erased. It exists and in the system, but it does not show until the
folder is opened.

B. Problem Formulation
1.

How is the main character’s personality development described in the novel?

2.

What is Inge’s unconscious mind?

3.

How does the unconscious mind influence Inge’s personality development?

C.

Objectives of the Study
The first objective from the study is to identify the personality changes of the

main character. Actually character and personality contains same meaning
according to how a character behaves. However, character is seen more objective
while personality is subjective. Meaning that character is shown by a person is
objectively judges from other opinion. Then personality is more concerning with
the subject itself, comes from below the subject. The second is to identify the
main character unconscious mind is described in the story by analyzing the
characters action, dreams and her suppressed memories in order to reveal Inge’s
collective unconscious. By identifying the main character personality the writer
can see the main character personality changes in the novel.
The third is to identify the process of unconscious mind influences
personality character which affecting and created by her, her memory can be the
source of her unconscious character to identify the changes which affecting her
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unconscious mind, through the other character, society, and family using Jung’s
personality theories. By doing this, hopefully it will determine main character
unconscious mind and how does it influence her personality and can identify if
there is any influence created by unconscious mind through main character
personality development.
D.

Definition of Terms
In this research the writer uses some psychological terms. The definition used

is personality development. According to Jung, personality development is the
change of a character which is influenced by the unconscious mind (1948:299). In
other word, it is process of changes in a character way of thought. The process of
transforming itself does not relate with social environment, behaviorist,
humanistic or trait. The process that happening from the inside of a character. The
subject of the process is the unconscious mind of a character.
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CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL REVIEW

A. Review of Related Studies
The writer finds that some comments related with Angelika Fremd’s
Heartland describe Inge as a symbol freedom and women existence. Sneja Gunew
said that Inge is a survivor by adapting to the outside world, the real politic of the
school classroom and playground.
(SnejaGunew,http://www.projectroom.com/joystick/cross2000/5/angelikafremdre
view.htm)
Sometimes we think that adapting in new world is clear can be understood as
melting or co-exist in environment. However, the term environment itself is large
than we can ever imagine. It starts from the moment you wake up; you find
environment called “your house”. Then, you go to school where “the school”
itself also part of environment. In Heartland, the condition immigrants to
Australia are described clearly. Inge adapting her new world is not only limited by
point of view that she is an immigrant in Australia. The truth is that she start over
her new environment begins from her family.
There are also three undergraduates theses analyze Angelika Fremd’s
Heartland. The first one is Inge’s Revolt Against Patriarchal Society in Angelika
Fremd’s Heartland written by Michael Bosco Kellen. Next, Searching for Woman
Existence As Seen in Inge’s Character: A Feminist Reading on Fremd’s
Heartland written by Betty Andriyani. Moreover, the last is Sexual Revolution As

8
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Reflected in the Character of Inge in Angelika Fremd’s Heartland written by
Pramudya Wisnu Wijaya. All of them use feminism as the topic of their theses.
Gender social issues come as their main idea. Michael Bosco Kellen’s is
commented on woman position in patriarchal society, how a character struggle in
patriarchal society to gain its place. The woman position in the society becomes
the major issue of his works. Betty Andriyani in “Searching for woman existence
as seen in Inge’s character: A feminist reading on Fremd’s Heartland” sees Inge
as the main character in Heartland gives a new picture of woman as human.
According to Betty, Inge, the woman heroine described as a brave, intelligent,
active, and independent. Her character stores a new picture of women considering
there have been general characteristics for women which are created by
patriarchal society how women should be famine, or otherwise how men should
be masculine. While Pramudya Wisnu Wijaya focuses on woman sexual
revolution, women liberation, woman determination over the social life. The ideas
of feminism can be seen through their works.
All of their works are discussed the issues of gender and woman position in
the society while in this paper will discuss only on the personality development
influences by unconscious mind of character. In this paper character psychological
thought becomes object of study, there will be no gender issues. Character hidden
emotions stores under conscious mind are kind of interesting for becoming the
subject of the study. The main character’s personality development influences by
its unconscious mind is the main topic of this paper. Furthermore, in this paper
will explain character hidden motives under unconscious mind.
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B. Review of Related Theories
1.

Theory of Character and Characterization
According to Abrams (1981:20) in his book A Glossary of Literature Terms

said that character is the person who are recognized or interpreted by the reader as
a person which carrying or contain with moral and dispositional qualities. These
kinds of moral and dispositional qualities can be seen from a character through
what a character says and what they do.
When event occurs, character will create an action. According to Brooks and
Warren (1958:846) in his book Modern Rhetoric states that to understand an
action we must understand the people involved, their natures, their motives, and
their responses. This kind of process is called characterization. For example:
Suicide, when there is a suicide, there must be some reason, motive for suicide.
To understand the process there are a few ways for an author to make his
character understandable (Murphy, 1972:161-173). The first one is Personal
Description, the author can directly describe character’s appearance. Next,
Character as seen by another, the author can describe character from other
character’s eyes. Speech, the author can give us a perception into what kind of
character he or she was through what the person says. Past Life, the author can
give us a picture of past of a character to help us understand if any events that
have helped to shape a person’s character. Conversation of others, the author can
give a picture of person’s character through the conversations of other people.
Reactions, the reader can get a clue to a person’s character by knowing how
character reacts to various events. Next is direct comment, the author can give
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comment on character directly. Then thoughts, the author can tell what the
character is thinking. The last is mannerisms; the author can describe character’s
mannerisms, habits, or behavior.

2.

Theory of Personality Development
In Jung Personality Theory, Jung divides human psychological parts into three

parts. The first one is the ego, the conscious mind. Second is personal
unconscious. It includes all memories under conscious but it can be conscious.
Memories stored in personal unconscious can be pressed consciously or can occur
by itself. Personal unconscious is a place where memories that human gain
through their five senses is placed. Memories mean pleasant and unpleasant ones.
What it means by pleasant and unpleasant ones is memory that frightening for
example, our fear, bad memory such as drowning, accident, and others. Next is
collective unconscious, some called it as “psychic inheritance”. Psychic
inheritance is as like a theory of instant learning like in an alien movie. Its idea is
that a person or character gains knowledge instantly because it runs in blood
through what biological term said is DNA.
Jung believes that human personality is inherited from our ancient. He
believes that human psychology shared the same idea from our ancient and the
idea such as pictures, memories; experiences are stored in the collective
unconscious (1948:299).
Person or characters when they are babies will cry if they are hungry because
instinct tells them to eat. However, how do they know that they need to eat
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something if they are hungry? How does a character know? How does a person or
character know something without learning it first? Knowledge gained without
learning is psychic inheritance. These also stored in collective unconscious. The
image and knowledge that our ancestors get is inherited through collective
unconscious.
The content in collective unconscious is called archetypes. It has no form and
countless. For example of the archetypes is, The Shadow contains the dark side of
the ego. It also can be said as the beast instinct or the animal instinct inherited
from human evolution based on his low form. It also can be said as dark image
that personal repressed under unconscious mind. The image or picture that is
hidden from the surface. Next is Anima / Animus, Anima is female perspective in
men collective unconscious, while animus is male perspective in women
collective unconscious. Then, The Self can be said as the “real me”. The self is the
center of all archetypes, archetype who gives balance of all system. Persona is a
public image, a mask. It is used as a response from individual to achieve
something. It can be imagined as Neo and Mr. Anderson in the Matrix Movie,
Neo is the self, the real and Mr. Anderson is Persona. Other archetypes is a family
archetypes such as, The Mother (Nurturing), The Father (Power of Controlling),
The Child (Birth). All of them are contained in collective unconscious.
A character’s goal is to achieve a true self. True self means that a character is
creating a balance between the ego, personal and collective unconscious. A person
typology also sometimes comes in contact and try to dominate one and another
under unconscious mind, both also share the same energy. Based on principles of
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equivalence and entropy, the energy both are in the same level and has same
value. When a person or a character is young the energy tends to be high and the
battle between the two energy is intense. This explains why when a person or a
character is in a youngster has bigger energy than adults because the energy
decreases over time. When a character or a person reach an adult age, they are
wise enough to use the same level of energy to share. It explains a person or
character gain wisdom when they are old enough.
Jung also developed personality typology based his observation. People
usually have one from this two kinds of mental activities, perceiving (taking in
information from external) or judging (organize information and concluding).
There are people who like to take more in information than judging while there
are also people who like to conclude better than perceiving. People who prefer to
live in their fantasies, dreams, and thought (judging more) is called Introvert.
People who prefer to take more activities (taking more from external) are called
Extrovert.
In his book “Contribution to Analytical Psychology”, Carl Gustav Jung
explains kind of psychological types. According to Carl Gustav Jung, there are
two types of personality typology according to Jung, extrovert and introvert.
The differentiation of type begins often very early, so early that in certain
cases one must speak of it as being innate (1948:303).
It means that a person or character is not simply developing character whether
he or she is introvert or extrovert. Innate means it is birth code of a person. In
other word, it is our benchmark and cannot be removed or simply changed.
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It means a person or character cannot “develop” his or her psychology
typology through social. In other words human psychology typology is fixed as
the birth code. If a character is introvert, this character cannot change or transform
into extrovert in a blink of eye or even with a long journey. Then how do we
explain if there is a character develops two kind of psychology typology.
The answer is that only one is the true a person typology the other is just “the
mask” or persona based on a person collective unconscious. However, there is
principle of equivalence, principles of operation. It is said in his book that
apparently the extrovert ones adapt quickly than the introvert (1948:303). The
reason is because the extrovert is less cautious and no fear. Based on Jung’s
theory, analyze will be based on the character memory, dreams, and the character
thought.
The process to find self according to Jung is through the eight process of
development. It divides into eight stages of process. The first process is through
the trust and mistrust from the role of mother. In this stage of process, a character
is sensing the role of mother and develops the trust or mistrust the mother role.
The second stage is process of doubt the parents’ image. It means that in this stage
the unconscious mind is finding to hold on to the image of the parents or to let go
the image. The third process is initiative and courage through family. In this stage
an individual developing courage to achieve purpose inside family. The fourth
process is inferior and superior in school. Process of education in school can bring
effect to unconscious mind as it is a failure or success using parameter of inferior
or superior. If in school an individual is superior, it brings a success process of
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developing personality inside unconscious mind. If it is a failure then it will result
on the psychological pressure in school and will be pressed as dark or bad image
of memory that shall be pressed and hidden inside, it will bring bad effect toward
the personality of its individual. Next the fifth process is the ego identity or role
confusion. In this stage of process an individual is searching a role model to be
idolized or to be mimicked to find one self or to create one self. The sixth process
is intimacy or love process. It means that in this process an individual find another
to love through friends or partner. The seventh process is care. It can be said this
is process of caring in household. The step to take cares of household or at least is
aware of the household existence. The last process is finding integrity and despair.
In this process an individual is gained wisdom to face society or at least an
individual “kind”. The eight process leads into finding the self, a process of
transforming the personality.

C. Theoretical Framework
In the process of analyzing the work, theory of character and characterization
is used to analyze personality of the major character. By doing this, it will reveal
character natures, motives, and responses. Character personality is reflected in her
motives and responses. Identifying the main character personality describes in the
novel then analyzes the personality the main character is developing. The next
problem will be solved by using Jung Personality Theory, from the answer of
formulated problem in the first will be used to scan whether there is any influence
from the main character unconscious mind toward its personality describing in the
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novel. The theory is used to analyze the character. It will become a tool to explain
character’s behavior, motives, and responses and to analyze character suppressed
memories. For Jung Personality Theory, the unconscious will be the source of
analyzing and explanation. The unconscious mind of the main character will be
used to analyze if there any hidden motives behind a character behavior.
Character’s unconscious mind is studied to see if any archetype a character is
developing. In here, the writer will search and studies character personal and
collective unconscious including any archetype character is using, in result this
will be reason of a character main purpose to gain a purpose. If there is any
archetype influences the main character personality development, it will be
analyzed here. All theories will be used to complete each other to reveal all the
answer from the formulated problem.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

A. Object of the Study
Angelika fremd’s Heartland was published in 1989. Heartland is the first title
from The Heartland Trilogy. The Heartland Trilogy is the publication of three
novels as separate parts of the same book. The Heartland Trilogy is Heartland,
The Glass Inferno, and The Dance of Kali Ma.
Heartland consists of 159 pages and 44 chapter contained story of a girl
named Inge who lives in her new world as an immigrant from Germany.
Heartland contains 44 chapters; every title from each chapter is topic from story
of each chapter. Inge, as the main character who was born in Germany trying to
adapt in her new environment as an immigrant in Australia which came from
different culture and language. Finding how character was born and shaped in
unconscious mind is the topic of this paper. Inge unconscious mind will be the
object of the study of this paper. Why Inge was developing such character, what
actually happen under her unconscious mind. How her mind playing trick on her.
Inge develops her own character based on her own imagination, what kind of
person she wanted to be, what kind of persona she wants to show. Inge’s life as an
immigrant in Australia forces her to develop some kind of persona to gain her
purpose. Inge’s personality development influenced by her unconscious mind is
the central case of the topic.

17
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B. Approach of the Study
Psychoanalytic approach is used to analyze Heartland in purpose to reveal
how and why Inge behaves as she does. Psychoanalytic approach will be focused
to analyze the main character; the psychological theory becomes a tool to explain
the character’s behavior and motivations. The unconscious is the subject of the
psychoanalytic theory and Jung psychoanalytic theory will be used as the tool.
According to Carl Gustav Jung, “what appears to be random behavior is actually
the result of differences in the way people prefer to use their mental capacities”.
This means that every decision, every choice that character does is reasonable as a
result that made by character after long process in unconscious mind (1948:305).
Jung psychoanalytic theory is used to analyze character unconscious mind to
reveal character’s stored memories that supporting the creation of archetype. This
approach is needed to see whether this element influence the character’s balance.
It means that there is unconscious mind from the character itself influences
personality that is described in the novel. In the end these approaches will reveal
whether character can achieve self or still developing kind of persona. As a result,
Psychological theory from Carl Gustav Jung will be used as a tool to reveal
unconscious mind of the character. Character’s thought, dreams and memory will
be analyzed to reveal the unconscious mind of a character.

C. Method of the Study
In analyzing the data, the library research was used. The data were collected
from literature books, theories on character and characterization, psychoanalytic
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theory on personality development and other books. Other sources were taken
from the internet. The writer is using two kinds of sources, primary source, and
secondary sources to analyze the study. The novel Heartland by Angelika Fremd
is used as primary source. The secondary sources are taken from several books of
Carl Gustav Jung Psychoanalytic Theory including data from web, book, journal,
and any written sources is related with the theory.
First, the writer read the novel Heartland a couple times. The writer focused
on the main character’s unconscious mind. Second, the writer got theories on
character and psychoanalytic theory. The theories were used to analyze process
that influenced character’s personality. Third, the writer answered problem
formulations by analyzing the main character in the novel. Finally, the writer
answered the formulated questions and drew conclusion based on the result found.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS

In this chapter, the writer will analyze the three questions in the problem
formulation. First, the writer will show how the main character personality is
described in the novel. Secondly, the writer will analyze the main character
unconscious mind using Jung personality theory. Third, is using the eight process
of development to find if there is any influence to the main character personality
development.

A. The Description of the Main Character in the Novel
The first step to answer the first question in problem formulation, the writer
will analyze the main character was described in the novel. This step will answer
the first problem formulation and also find out the main character’s personality.
The main character’s name in the novel Heartland is Inge Heinrich, a beautiful
young girl who moved to Australia during World War II with her family. In the
beginning of the story, it was told that the arrival of the Heinrich family in Eejon
as the impact from the World War. They moved to Australia to avoid the war.
Inge who was in the novel as the main character was described physically as a tall
girl.
The first was a tall, lanky girl at the onset of puberty, with chestnut-brown
hair that hung straight and straggly, failing constantly into her eyes, and the
second was a girl of about eight, small, blonde and lively (Fremd, 1989:2).

20
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When Inge was going to school for the first time, she found that her physical
appearance made her look different. Inge came from Germany, Berlin. Most
people from Germany had tall physical appearance. Inge’s physical appearance
apparently had caused her to down hearted. Inge felt that she was different from
others. While in her school Inge’s physical appearance has made her the centre of
attention. She imagined herself to be Gulliver in the land of the Lilliputians
because she was the tallest girl in the class.
Inge could no longer hold back her tears. She let them run silently out of the
corners of her eyes and down her cheeks. She vowed she would not make a
sound. She imagined herself to be Gulliver in the land of the Lilliputians,
fighting back the oversized tears that would drown her tiny tormentors
(Fremd, 1989:15).
Inge concerned about her physical appearance. Inge grown up and her body
also change. Inge changed from a girl into a woman. These early signs came from
how the people reacted toward her, by how they looked at her. In the novel it can
be seen from the other characters commented on Inge’s look.
Inge’s body was changing noticeably now. These changes were confirmed by
the way people looked at her. Eyes lingered on her form longer, critically or
approvingly (Fremd, 1989:33).
Inge’s wish was that she wanted to be a woman, adult woman. From the first
time Inge arrived in Eejon she was still a young girl. Lisl, her mother who never
taught Inge how to become a woman made Inge wanted to become adult woman
to understand the mysteries her mother was hiding. Soon, Inge’s body changed
and it made her concerned more of her purpose, made her thought of what kind of
woman that she wanted to be. Inge was looking for a role model of a woman to
imitate around her. Inge looked into her mother, then Mrs. Kolnikov and Mrs.
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Gerhard. She has three roles of a woman to consider and ideal role model for her.
But, Inge thought that she wanted to be different role woman model. Then she
created another figure of a woman to inhabit from. She created a role model based
on her own imagination from woman character in the books she already read.
Would she become like her mother, Mrs. Kolnikov or Mrs. Gerhard? No, she
thought, she would be different. Her imagination created female figures to
inhabit. She read avidly the books forbidden to her on her mother’s
bookshelf. Books with titles such as Forever Amber and Sinuhe the Egyptian.
She became fascinated by female characters who were a source of comfort to
the men they loved. Men, or so it seemed to her, were sad incomplete
creatures who could only be saved by the love of a woman. When the time
came, she would be such a woman (Fremd, 1989:33).
As a young girl Inge’s body changed, the first morning Inge became a woman
she was so happy. Inge had her period for the first time and she thought that she
now has in the same level of her mother to reveal the mystery in the world of
woman. Inge was a woman; she felt joy of pride and challenge.
While her hands and feet were stained purple, Inge woke up one morning to
find her bed sheets discoloured by blood. It seemed fitting somehow; a kind
of initiation. She showed the sheets to Lisl with mixture of pride and
challenge. I too am a woman now, her tone of voice intimated. Lisl
commented curtly that Inge would now begin understand the burdens she,
Lisl, had had to carry in her life, and gave her a packet of Modess (Fremd,
1989:34).
As Inge’s body changed, it also influenced her personality and also changed
the way other character saw her. When Inge entered high school her physical
changed into a grown up woman was noticeably from other characters commented
on her. Mrs. Gerhard was their neighbor and handed Inge the second-hand
clothes. Mrs. Gerhard noticed Inge’s physical changes and commented in from of
Lisl.
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Mrs. Gerhard surveyed Inge’s figure, walking around her, lifting her arms.
“She’s growing up, isn’t she”. Mrs. Gerhard and Lisl threw each other looks
that excluded Inge and made her blush (Fremd, 1989:53).
Inge herself noticed the changing in her body. Soon after Inge went home she
went to the mirror to look for her second-hand clothes she got from Mrs. Gerhard.
Inge knew she was not a child anymore soon she will become a woman. Inge was
very excited found the truth that she soon became a woman. The world of a
woman that long she has been waited.
At home Inge made for the mirror. She saw nothing loathsome, only an
adolescent, soon to become a woman (Fremd, 1989:55).
However, Inge’s adolescent body has also becomes a threat to other
characters especially the woman character. Mrs. Gerhard was the first one to have
high awareness toward Inge’s physical change.
Heinrichs’ girl Inge is going to need watching. She’ll be fourteen at the end of
the year. By the time she’s fifteen we’ll have to watch our husbands (Fremd,
1989:55).
From the quotation above, it can be seen that Inge’s physical changed into a
beautiful woman has been proved by Mrs. Gerhard comments. However, it also
made Inge a new rival in the world of women. It came also from Inge’s mother an
approval that Inge had become a beautiful woman. But Inge found that her
physical change has made her big rival to her mother.
For a moment Inge saw in Lisl’s eyes a look which she found hard to define.
It remained though ever after, indelibly imprinted in her consciousness like a
foreign particle, abrasive, tearing, cutting her off from her own feelings about
herself. It was a look of envy, anger, tinged with hatred. Inge felt darkly that
she and her mother were not of the same flesh as she had assumed, and that
the loyalties she expected to be hers by birthright were being alienated by the
dictates of that flesh. They had become rivals in the world of women. Inge
found it unfair. She had not bid her bodyshape itself. Her eyes moistened
(Fremd, 1989:54-55).
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An approval of the Inge’s beauty also came from her stepfather, Karl. A
compliment came from Karl when Inge came home from Mr. Koch house. Karl’s
compliment came as a father toward her daughter, even when Karl was a
stepfather to Inge.
”Well, princess.” said Karl, who had been watching Father Knows Best, “You
certainly are growing into a beautiful young woman” (Fremd, 1989:70).
Karl was positioned himself as a father that very proud of her daughter who
already became a beautiful young woman. Karl comment’s was a sign of
approving toward Inge’s changed into a woman. Inge’s physical change has
approvingly by Karl that Inge soon will become a beautiful woman.
Inge wanted to become an adult woman to reveal the mysteries that her
mother was hiding. Inge found that she and her mother had different believe on
how they saw a figure of man. Inge believed it was impossible that love of man
could make woman suffering. This made Inge mistrust her mother even more.
How could the love of a man cause an illness, Inge wondered, hurt that she
was excluded from this knowledge, deemed a child, but not daring to ask for
clarification (Fremd, 1989:33).
Inge also mistrusted her mother in the end. Inge who was always listening to
her mother speech in a start, in the end she was completely arguing her mother
and opposed her. For example, Inge was always choosing her friend according to
her mother approval. When Inge found Renate, a twelve year girl neighbor, she
was looking for her mother approval whether she could or could not be friend
with Renate.
When Mrs. Gerhard began to talk about her twelve-year-old daughter Renate,
who was Inge’s age, Inge started to watch her mother closely. Lisl vetted all
friends of the family with great diligence. Inge knew that what now followed
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would determine whether friendship between her and Renate Gerhard was a
possibility (Fremd, 1989:5).
Even when her mother refused or did not approve Inge to be friend with
Inge’s chosen friend, Inge will show her own disapproval to her mother
justification. However, it was just for a moment, in the end Inge will obey her
mother deduction and accepted her mother decision.
On such occasion Lisl showed her disapproval by turning up her nose,
throwing Inge a withering look and stalking off. Inge was usually determined
to resist her mother’s disdainful gestures, which intimated that if she mixed
with the lower classes she would become as one with them, and would have
no claim on her mother’s affection, but she never managed to hold out for
long. Struggling desperately, Inge often betrayed the inchoate principles of
her young heart and gave in. To her own dismay, she would hear herself say
something like, “And Mutti, you should have seen how dirty their fingernails
were. Such bad manners too!” (Fremd, 1989:6).
Inge’s rebellion toward her mother was weak at first. Inge was always
obeying her mother. Inge put her faith on her mother completely, she just depend
on her to rely on her mother judgment what she believed was the right one for
Inge. However, Inge’s faith has distortion in it as time goes by. Inge was always
questioning her faith on her mother but it just weak as her will to break the trust
she had on her mother. The distortion starts when Inge has fought with Monika,
her mother chose to defend Monika than Inge because Monika has share the same
idea of the condition of the house. Monika and Lisl were struggling to blend with
their environment, while Inge was the successful one.
“You crawl, Inge, and you lie to yourself. This isn’t better than home. It’s
shabby and the kids at school are stupid, real country bumpkins. You just act
as if everything is lovely to make yourself popular,” Monika went on while
she had the advantage, her mother’s pronouncements pouring out of her
mouth twisted with anger. “Yes, Mutti, of course Mutti, you are so right as
always,” Inge replied with a sneer in her voice (Fremd, 1989:44).
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Inge’s answer had indicating the crack in Inge’s faith toward her mother. Inge
felt her mother different point of view toward society where they lived now was
unacceptable. Inge did not want to be alienated as her mother but Inge in the end
desperately replied with an agreement that her mother was always the right one.
Inge’s open act against her mother was when Inge got home after
accompanied Mr. Koch. Inge disapproval of Lisl opinion toward Mr. Koch and
Lisl thought that was always discrediting Inge. Inge thought that she always
wrong in her mother eyes. For the first time Inge’s opan act began the unresolved
conflict in them.
At home Inge broached the subject with Lisl. “Mr. Koch wasn’t very well
today. He is unhappy and has been drinking.” “I’m not surprised,” Lisl
sulked. “He spent most of his pension on you. Now he is probably in debt.”
“You’re jealous and you hate me,” Inge burst out. It was her first open act of
defiance against her mother. The blow from Lisl’s hand stung her face and
reassured. The two isolated themselves in different parts of the house, each
nursing a hurt, the atmosphere around them thickly charged with unresolved
conflict (Fremd, 1989:70).

When Inge fell in love with Dan, Inge brought him over to her house and Lisl
showed her disagreement toward Inge and Dan relationship. Lisl disagreement
was based on the social status between Dan and Inge. Lisl thought to highly over
herself while Inge did not seem to see the difference between them.
Lisl switched to English. “My mother would never have allowed me to bring
home a farmhand.” (Fremd, 1989:81).

Lisl disapproval toward Inge relationship with Dan because Lisl thought Dan
was not in the same status with their family. Lisl saw in her eyes Dan as a
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farmhand. When Dan went, somehow Inge did not agree with Lisl judgments.
Inge who did not want to put in the same picture as her mother followed Dan, and
walking Dan home together.
Dan stood up to go. He mumbled something about having to get up early to
milk the cows and made his way to the front gate. Inge watched him go. At
the gate he stopped to see if Inge was following. Inge knew as she looked at
him that she felt nothing for him that mattered, that she had somehow became
like her mother. No, it echoed in her mind, I am not my mother. She put down
the tray and followed him (Fremd, 1989:81).

The influence of David Rooney made Inge mistrust to her mother figure even
bigger. Inge’s inability to resist toward her mother opinion and judgment became
strengthened with David Rooney. Inge learnt much from David Rooney about life.
Inge was not only mistrusted her mother but also mistrusting the image of
father from Karl. Inge believed Karl as her father as far as her known. Actually
Karl was not her biological father. Karl was her stepfather because Karl married
Lisl when Inge was already born. Inge did not know who her biological father was
and she did not seem want to know it because she thought the figure of Karl was
enough already as her father. The figure of Karl as Inge’s father in the first was
described as man of medium dark-haired as it was told in the first of the story.
A swarthy, dark-haired man of medium height busied himself with the
steaming radiator. Then two children appeared. The first was a tall, lanky girl
at the onset of puberty, with chestnut-brown hair that hung straight and
straggly, falling constantly into her eyes, and the second was a girl of about
eight, small, blonde and lively. The children stood quietly for a while, taking
in the scene, then ran to an apple tree whose fruit was barely visible above the
high grass of the over grown garden (Fremd, 1989:2).
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Inge’s thought toward Karl was good at first. Inge remembered Karl as her
father even though he was not her biological father. In Inge’s mind Karl has been
her figure of father for long and will be. Inge’s respectful toward Karl as her
father was not thoughtful. Inge was not rewarded to accept Karl. However, Inge
accepted Karl as her father because Karl has became her father for as long as she
could remember and that Karl has been kind to their family.
Inge knew that Karl was not her father, but she did not know who was. It had
not mattered before. Karl had been her father as long as she could remember.
She knew no other. Was Karl really a Nazi, she wondered, horrified at the
prospect that her stepfather was a killer, an inhuman monster. It did not seem
possible. She dismissed the thought and set about writing her punishment
essay which she knew she deserved, for she had betrayed Karl and doubted
his goodness (Fremd, 1989:49).

Inge knew that she did not know who her father was and that was the reason
she became trustful toward Karl as her stepfather. Inge did not even dare to think
badly about Karl which she believed his goodness. Inge told the story of her father
in her essay to Mr. Cooke when her father, Karl was proposed and married her
mother in Germany.
Inge remembered how he had shaped a snow statue for her in Germany when
there had been no money for a present for her birthday. It had been a horse
rearing on its hind legs, mare flying. Later in winter it had turned to
translucent ice. In spring the horse melted and where it had stood the first
snow bells appeared (Fremd, 1989:75).

Inge remembered all of Karl kindness to her. The figure of father was perfect
in Inge’s eye. Karl was as perfect as a father. However, Inge still questioned
whether Karl was a Nazi or not. Inge was still casting doubt toward Karl.
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Now he sat with her recounting stories of the Greeks and Romans and
illustrating her exercise books until she became the envy of her whole class.
She still watched Karl for signs of hidden evil, but she could not help basking
in his attention (Fremd, 1989:75).

However, the entire image was already plunged into Inge’s head dead when
Karl tried to seduce her. Karl stressed after he did not gain the attention from Lisl.
In the next morning Karl intended to paint Inge as his model but in the end Karl
was trying to seduce Inge. Inge who respected Karl as much as her own father
suddenly kill the image of father that Inge’s draw from Karl after the incident.
After the incident, everything was not the same for Inge. Everything seemed
different to her; Inge lost her figure of father, disbelief toward Karl. Inge avoided
Karl as much as she can while Karl was trying to make his move on Inge. Inge
who felt guilty and terrible because she thought that she had already betrayed her
mother then had a thought to run away from house.
“You are beautiful, you are a real woman, not like your mother,” he
stammered. Inge sat still; like a rabbit mesmerized by a beam of light. “You
were born to please men, Inge. It is your duty as a woman.” The murderous
shot from the gun would come next, Inge thought, and then it would all be
over. In the minutes that passed Inge saw Karl as he was when she was six
years old, when he brought her delicacies, carried her on his shoulders and
built her a doll’s house. The bullet was released. The father lay dead. The
lover remained opening his fly now, lifting her towards him (Fremd,
1989:145).

Inge tried to speak with Emma about what happening to her but it seemed that
Emma did not believe her. Then Inge told Lisl about Karl, Lisl shocked and
committed suicide. Lisl body was found dead by the police in the next day.
Without Lisl figure in the house it seemed that Inge was lost something to her, lost
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her protection, her inspiration within her. One night, Inge had a bad dream, her
dream was about the image of father that already dead within her and resurrected
to life as a butcher in her dream.
Inge dreamt nightly. Her dreams were hardly distinguishable from her waking
moments. There was one recurrent dream from which she would wake
screaming. In the dream she was visiting family friends who owned a farm
and slaughter yard. The wife, fat, ugly and domestic, spent her day standing
in the kitchen in a stained apron with her sleeves rolled up, making sausages
from the offal her husband brought her on a tray after the day’s slaughtering.
Inge helped her force the offal through a mincer. At lunchtime, the woman
sent Inge to take her husband his food. He sat on an upturned petrol can, his
hands, arms, apron and face splattered with blood. Around him lay piles of
neatly sorted fresh meat. In the shed, a bull lay in a concrete drain twitching
while the blood flowed from a deep gash in its neck. The man took the food
with bloodied hands and ate with relish. Inge watched with horror as the
bread he was eating turned red before it disappeared into his mouth. “Come
here little one!” he called to Inge, “Sit on my lap. There is plenty of room for
both of us (Fremd, 1989:155-156).

Inge who was in the first believed her father, in the end she killed her father
image. Inge’s pain was caused by the dead of father image within her. Inge also
who was in the first did not has any persona in the end she was developing
persona. In the beginning of the story, it was told that Inge was young girl with
great curiosity and bravery as sign of her extrovert. Inge was the only one who
excited with her new environment. Inge from the first she came to Eejon was not
developed any persona but she gradually built her persona. Inge who could not
speak English then mimicked her friends in school to blend with them. This was
Inge first persona that she used to achieve the status in her school.
Inge was a model student. A little quiet perhaps, some of her teachers
commented, but catching up fast. She moved with her class to half a dozen
different classrooms and teachers each day. In each room she met a different
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set of rules and expectations. Artful at adjusting, chameleon-like in her
outward expression, she absorbed into herself the shapes, colors and sounds
of her surroundings. She mimicked the monotonous speech rhythms she
heard, feeling instantly and with dismay that faces grimaced when the rise
and fall of her voice became too foreign, or an emotional phrase, calling for
commitment in the listener, crept into her language (Fremd, 1989:59).

B. The Description of the Main Character’s Unconscious Mind
After identifying the main character’s personality development, the writer
now will try to identify the main character unconscious mind that affecting the
main character personality development. It means that the factors which makes
her personality changes. Jung said that in his personality theory the individual
personality was influenced by collective unconscious inside the unconscious mind
as human race inherited from their descendant (1948:299).
Analyzing Inge’s unconscious mind, there are some changes in her
personality that affected by the collective unconscious mind. Based on Jung
theory on archetype, there are at least four archetypes that influence Inge’s
personality development.
1.

The Mother Archetype
The mother archetype (nurturing) is usually taken from the image of mother

descendant. The nurturing feelings for Inge itself came from her mother. So the
mother archetype was taken by Inge from the image of her mother. However, Inge
stated in the novel that she did not want to take image on her mother. Inge said
that she did not want to be like her mother. When Inge had quarrel with Monika
and adjust her by saying that Monika was as same as their mother. Monika denied
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it and then studied herself in front of mirror to find if any resemblance between
her and Lisl, but she did not found any.
Monika ended the conversation by bitting Inge on the arm and running home
to lock herself in her bedroom. Here she studied her features in the mirror to
see if she could detect a likeness between herself and Lisl. She concluded that
there was none, and that Inge had spoken in anger and must be punished. For
a week Monika stayed home from school feigning a cough, thereby depriving
Inge of her status as protector, and causing her to fret about her sister’s ill
health (Fremd, 1989:44).

Inge began to feel that she slowly resemblance her mother. When her mother,
Lisl, opposed Dan and put their relationship between Inge and Dan into
disapproval, Inge felt that she somehow felt nothing toward Dan and she felt
resemblance between her and Lisl. However Inge was trying to deny it.
Dan stood up to go. He mumbled something about having to get up early to
milk the cows and made his way to the front gate. Inge watched him go. At
the gate he stopped to see if Inge was following. Inge knew as she looked at
him that she felt nothing for him that mattered, that she had somehow become
like her mother. No, it echoed on her mind. I am not my mother. She put
down the tray and followed him (Fremd, 1989:81).

Inge who was trying to deny the resemblance and the existence of the mother
archetype inside of her made her denied her mother. The energy she released to
deny the mother archetype has the same amount of energy to deny her own
mother. It made her to mistrust her mother.
2.

The Father Archetype
The Father archetype (Power of Controlling) is the image of father. Inge who

did not know who his biological father was only knew Karl as figure of father.
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From the first she has taken Karl as her father although she knew that Karl was
her stepfather. Karl, a man of medium dark-haired with heavy German accent and
a slight American drawl which for Inge Karl was her father as long as she could
remember (Fremd, 1989:49).
Figure of father who was always kind was the Karl figure in Inge’s mind.
Inge still remembered when Karl as her father gave her birthday present of a snow
statue for her. (Fremd, 1989:75) However, all of kindness and goodness image of
Karl that Inge built in the end was dead when Karl tried to seduce her. (Fremd,
1989:145) And Inge then killed her father image; in result she had a nightmare of
her father image. (Fremd, 1989:155-156) At the same time, Inge also felt guilty to
her mother because she felt that she was the cause of her mother pain and that she
was the reason that her mother committed suicide.
3.

Anima (Woman side)
Anima archetype is a strong side of woman. Inge’s lifetime wish was that she

wanted to be a beautiful woman and became the source of comfort toward man.
When Inge was searching the figure of a woman to inhabit, she found the figure of
her mother, Mrs. Gerhard and Mrs. Kolnikov figure but she chose to create her
own figure of a woman from her own knowledge from the book she already read.
Would she become like her mother, Mrs. Kolnikov or Mrs. Gerhard? No, she
thought, she would be different. Her imagination created female figures to
inhabit. She read avidly the books forbidden to her on her mother’s
bookshelf. Books with titles such as Forever Amber and Sinuhe the Egyptian.
She became fascinated by female characters who were a source of comfort to
the men they loved. Men, or so it seemed to her, were sad incomplete
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creatures who could only be saved by the love of a woman. When the time
came, she would be such a woman (Fremd, 1989: 33).

The figure of Anima that she wanted was figure of female who became
source of comfort to men. Inge rejected her mother and other female figures
around her. Inge’s anime was the contrary toward other female figures in her life.
That was the reason why Inge looked different than other woman because her
anima forced her idealism to be looked different. Inge’s confrontation between her
and her anima happened when David Rooney asked her to run away with him.
Inge’s anima was created to look for real love of a man and become the source of
comfort to a man but when David Rooney asked her to leave the house with him
Inge was agree and left the house with him. However, her anima made her
uncomfortable by saying that Inge made wrong decision by run away with David
Rooney because Inge did not love him and that he will make her life just like her
mother, Lisl.
Inge started to leave her room. She caught her reflection in the full-length
mirror. Her image made her uncomfortable. “You don’t love him,” it hissed.
“He’ll make you live his way, fill you with his foreignness. Take care.” She
moved closer to her image until she touched it, then composed herself
(Fremd, 1989:158).

4.

Persona
Persona archetype is the mask that character usually used to gain or achieve

something that cannot be achieved using the usual self. Inge’s persona was
noticed first by Monika when Inge was in school. Monika noticed that Inge just
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pretend to like their new country to make herself popular in school so that Inge
respected in school.
You crawl, Inge, and you lie to yourself. This isn’t better than home. It’s
shabby and the kids at school are stupid, real country bumpkins. You just act
as if everything is lovely to make yourself popular,” Monika went on while
she had the advantage, her mother’s pronouncements pouring out of her
mouth twisted with anger (Fremd, 1989:44).

When at first Inge came to school she was alienated because of her physical
appearance, she was very sad and she imagined herself as Gulliver in the land of
Lilliputians. That was the reason she created persona to make herself comfort
being in school.
Inge could no longer hold back her tears. She let them run silently out of the
corners of her eyes and down her cheeks. She vowed she would not make a
sound. She imagined herself to be Gulliver in the land of the Lilliputians,
fighting back the oversized tears that would drown her tiny tormentors
(Fremd, 1989:15).

Inge became a model of student at school by using her persona to make her
felt comfortable in school. She absorbed, mimicked everything she could just to
build her persona and made her comfort with her persona.
Inge was a model student. A little quiet perhaps, some of her teachers
commented, but catching up fast. She moved with her class to half a dozen
different classrooms and teachers each day. In each room she met a different
set of rules and expectations. Artful at adjusting, chameleon-like in her
outward expression, she absorbed into herself the shapes, colors and sounds
of her surroundings. She mimicked the monotonous speech rhythms she
heard, feeling instantly and with dismay that faces grimaced when the rise
and fall of her voice became too foreign, or an emotional phrase, calling for
commitment in the listener, crept into her language (Fremd, 1989:59).
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Inge shaped her persona by practicing it every day. And thanks to her
persona, Inge enjoyed her high school. Inge’s created persona has win her
positional status in her school as model sudent and that made her comfortable
being in a school. Inge did not have any problem with her communication again
and that she was not being alienated from her friends in school because of her
persona, she could blend well with her friends in school.
Inge enjoyed high school. The days cut neatly into seven forty-minute
periods; the regularity of the bells. She knew that soon she would lose the
lameness of her tongue, the foreignness of her gait, and become like the
others, her alienness stored away in her dreams and thoughts where she saw
other landscapes and moved to other rhythms. She practiced and rehearsed for
that moment (Fremd, 1989:60).

Inge’s persona also used toward men. Inge built persona image to attract the
attention of Mr. Koch, Dan and Karl. Inge built three personas to inhabit for her
purpose to use toward them. Inge’s first persona was as an attractive woman to
draw attention toward Mr. Koch. Second persona was picture of mature woman to
attract Dan. Third persona was an image of helpless girl to get Karl attention.
Inge read love poems and romances. Her body acted to be transformed,
entered. Everything was possible, nothing real. She often found it difficult to
keep her mind on schoolwork or conversation. Her world seemed split into
random segments which she practiced aligning. Her identity was her most
daring experiment. She had seen an image of herself in Mr. Koch’s and Dan’s
eyes. These images, reflections, gave her direction. When Inge was with Dan,
she tried out smiles and gestures, stances, the lowering of her eyelids for
effect. She found that she could draw attention to herself in this way. Karl
started to pay attention to her. He became kinder, more patient, taking her
part against Lisl more often (Fremd, 1989:75).
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Inge began to like her persona and drew more of her persona. Inge gave
specific role toward her persona for each persona she created. Inge drew her
persona that she was a beautiful woman that has great spell casted on every men.
Inge was really confident of her own persona. In other words, she lived with her
persona, she enjoyed most of her life from her persona and that was why she felt
that her world seemed split into random segments.
In the telling and retelling, Inge had to clarify her role. Yet the hollow inside
her gave her little indication of why she had acted and felt the way she had.
Unable to discern her own outline, she drew her persona from her imagination
and the books she had read. Soon, she began to enjoy her handiwork. Her
persona took on a life of its own (Fremd, 1989:87).

Inge was creating her persona based on the book she already read and her
imagination. Her persona was transforming gradually by itself, shaped. Inge
practiced her persona in front of mirror to give mysterious look on her. Inge was
creating the image of beautiful woman to attract men to her side.
Inge was Turandot and Carmen rolled into one. She could tame the wild beast
in men with the music of her smile. She pulled the belt of her school uniform
tight and wore the hem above her knees. She rouged her cheeks and wore
mascara to school to give her performance authenticity. She practiced a
pouting mysterious look in front of the mirror, teasing an imaginary onlooker
with secrets mistily reflected in her irises (Fremd, 1989:88).

Inge also built persona for her used in her family. To gain her purposes in her
house Inge created three different personas. According to Inge’s point view the
triangle that three adults in her house formed, Karl, Lisl and Emma in their
struggle for supremacy was heaven-sent (Fremd, 1989:100).
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Inge soon learnt to use this condition to her advantage. To gain Emma
sympathy, Inge played as the victim at the hands of a selfish and mean mother. To
gain Karl sympathy, Inge was flaunting her sexuality. To gain Lisl attention, Inge
only needed to take the stance that Karl was like most men, an uncouth and
disgusting creature (Fremd, 1989:100). Soon, Inge mastered her persona and
could use it whatever she wanted to. It said that her act become so polished that
she was able to play the game of emotional billiards in all possible ways at once
(Fremd, 1989:101).
During these quiet moments Inge rehearsed her act upon this newly created
stage on the home front. It was pretty much like playing billiards, she
thought. You simply played one ball, which moved the others in a desired
direction. For Emma she played the victim at the hands of a selfish and mean
mother. This gained her sympathy with Emma, who had the chance to play
the good and kindhearted ersatz-mother. She could be assured of Karl’s
attention by flaunting her sexuality, in this way avenging herself on Lisl for
her cruelty. Not all women are frigid, she would signal to Karl, innocently
walking through the kitchen in her bra to elicit a compliment. When she
wanted to gain the attention of Lisl she needed only to take the stance that
Karl was, like most men, an uncouth and disgusting creature, or that Emma’s
endless sacrificial offerings drove Lisl from her position as woman of the
house (Fremd, 1989:100-101).

C. The Influence of the Unconscious Mind toward Main Character
Personality
The change process of personality that Inge had was influenced by her
unconscious mind through process. The unconscious mind affecting her decision
making and her persona, so that it changed the way she would be looked in the
public. There are eight of processes toward her changes.
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Trusting and Mistrusting
This is the first stage of process that she was going through. In this stage Inge

was begin to mistrusting her mother figure. Inge who always relied on her mother
began to doubt her mother. Inge who was always rejecting her mother archetype
made her to deny her mother. Inge who was did not want to be like her mother
became lost of her mother affection. She did not gain enough attention and her
mother affection, which was why she began to build her own persona to gain
attention from others toward her. The process of Inge to mistrusting her mother
has changes her personality. She began to reshape her persona to gain affection
from others where she did not get it from her mother.
Inge’s question about her mother also brought her curiosity toward men
where her mother’s opinion toward men was that men were source of her pain.
However, Inge thought it differently when she thought that woman was source of
comfort to men. And then, this leads her as a figure of an attractive woman. Inge
drew her knowledge of a man from book she has read so when she heard her
mother’s point of view about men she rejected it.
When Mrs. Kolnikov came to visit, the two women spoke in low, secretive
voices. To Inge they spoke in riddles, discussing mysteries from which she
was excluded. They appeared to discuss a malaise from which they both
suffered. Overhearing snatches of conversation, Inge thought this malaise was
somehow part of being a woman, and caused by men. Mrs. Kolnikov rolled
her eyes when she lowered her voice and talked about her husband. Lisl
shrugged her shoulders and muttered phrases of sympathy. “They are like
that, men. But we have our duty to do. We have no choice. They’ll go to a
whore otherwise,” Inge heard her mother say once, upon which the two
women caught sight of her and started to whisper. How could the love of a
man cause an illness, Inge wondered, hurt that she was excluded from this
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knowledge, deemed a child, but not daring to ask for clarification (Fremd,
1989:33).

Inge’s rejection that began from her mistrusting her mother in the end forced
her to become her mother’s enemy. Inge who always obeyed her mother began to
become her mother rival in the world of woman. Inge’s physical changes made
her beautiful woman and it raised the jealousy from Lisl and made her opposed
Inge. Inge began to take the opposite side when she encountered Lisl.
For a moment Inge saw in Lisl’s eyes a look which she found hard to define.
It remained though ever after, indelibly imprinted in her consciousness like a
foreign particle, abrasive, tearing, cutting her off from her own feelings about
herself. It was a look of envy, anger, tinged with hatred. Inge felt darkly that
she and her mother were not of the same flesh as she had assumed, and that
the loyalties she expected to be hers by birthright were being alienated by the
dictates of that flesh. They had become rivals in the world of women. Inge
found it unfair. She had not bid her body shape itself. Her eyes moistened
(Fremd, 1989:55).
Lisl was opposed Inge because she thought that it was unfair for her because
Inge had all that she had not. Inge has idealism, good-looking and can blend with
her new environment while Lisl was alienated in her new environment. This was
the root of hatred that Lisl covered for Inge.
Inge had become Lisl. Lisl had become Emma and Oma. The past became the
present and the future stretched grey and interminable before her. Inge would
repeat the past and Lisl would be forced to relive it second-hand. She could
not bear the thought. In the end Inge would have more than Lisl though. She
would lie in the warmth of soil she knew and loved. Inge was already
blending into the landscape as if she had been born to it, rattling foreign
sounds off her tongue. Lisl would never find peace in this drab and alien
place, with a man who filled her with his own foreignness (Fremd, 1989:68).
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During the cold war between Inge and Lisl, Inge grew her persona and shaped
well. In the end, Inge’s personality changed into many personas that she could use
for. Some of her persona she used to avenging Lisl by drawing Karl’s attention to
her.
2.

Doubt
In this second stage of process Inge doubted her parents. She doubted her

mother’s point of view about men and she also doubted her stepfather Karl
whether he was a Nazi or not. When Inge started to doubt her parents, she began
to keep her silence when she was at home. Inge who always has high curiosity
over something suddenly lost her source for asking when she doubted her parents.
Inge started to read the romance books to answer her lust and curiosity about men.
When Inge doubted Karl was a Nazi she denied it and put believed in him.
Inge knew that Karl was not her father, but she did not know who was. It had
not mattered before. Karl had been her father as long as she could remember.
She knew no other. Was Karl really a Nazi, she wondered, horrified at the
prospect that her stepfather was a killer, an inhuman monster. It did not seem
possible. She dismissed the thought and set about her punishment essay
which she knew she deserved, for she had betrayed Karl and doubted his
goodness (Fremd, 1989:49).

Even when Inge believed her father, she was still being cautious toward him.
Inge noticed that she did not know who her stepfather really was. In other words
that she still doubted her father goodness.
Now he sat with her recounting stories of the Greeks and Romans and
illustrating her exercise books until she became the envy of her whole class.
She still watched Karl for signs of hidden evil, but she could not help basking
in his attention (Fremd, 1989:75).
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Her doubt was answered when Karl tried to seduce her (Fremd, 1989:145).
Inge felt lost then because she already lost her belief in her parents.
3.

Initiative
Inge’s position in Heinrich family was the inferior one. She had opposed her

mother and doubted her father. In her house, she did not feel comfortable at all;
she felt the atmosphere of her family was cold. That was when she found the role
playing in that house. It was between Karl, Lisl and Emma who was fighting for
their supremacy in that house. Knowing this Inge shaped persona to make her gain
fortunate from this condition of the three elder in the house.
She was playing as an attractive woman to gain Karl’s attention and got
revenge for Lisl cruelty. Inge was playing as the victim of mean mother to gain
Emma sympathy. Inge acted as Karl was a dirty man to gain Lisl’s affection
toward her.
During these quiet moments Inge rehearsed her act upon this newly created
stage on the home front. It was pretty much like playing billiards, she
thought. You simply played one ball, which moved the others in a desired
direction. For Emma she played the victim at the hands of a selfish and mean
mother. This gained her sympathy with Emma, who had the chance to play
the good and kindhearted ersatz-mother. She could be assured of Karl’s
attention by flaunting her sexuality, in this way avenging herself on Lisl for
her cruelty. Not all women are frigid, she would signal to Karl, innocently
walking through the kitchen in her bra to elicit a compliment. When she
wanted to gain the attention of Lisl she needed only to take the stance that
Karl was, like most men, an uncouth and disgusting creature, or that Emma’s
endless sacrificial offerings drove Lisl from her position as woman of the
house (Fremd, 1989:100-101).
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The battle happened in Heinrich family was the silent and cold eyes. Their
fought never brought out into open. The weapons that used were slammed doors,
sighs, wounded looks, and silent.
4.

Inferior and Superior
In this stage of process was happening in school. Inge who was in the first

could not speak English found it hard in school.
Inge could no longer hold back her tears. She let them run silently out of the
corners of her eyes and down her cheeks. She vowed she would not make a
sound. She imagined herself to be Gulliver in the land of the Lilliputians,
fighting back the oversized tears that would drown her tiny tormentors
(Fremd, 1989:15).

When Inge first time came to school her physical changes made her alienated
and positioned her to the inferior one. She thought that she was a giant where
other of her friends was so small, it because she could not speak English so that
she has to begin her school from the first year to learn English.
It was lunchtime; Inge had followed Renate to a row of gum trees bordering
the school. Renate sat with her friends. Inge, on the edge of the group, had not
been included in the conversation, nor did she understand enough of it to take
part. She sat with her lunch of black semicircular bread in her lap and
watched Renate hold court. The white triangular sandwiches which Renate
and her friends nibbled on so daintily seemed to Inge, at that moment, the
most desirable food in the world. Lisa had thrown Inge a sentence which she
had not understood and to which she had replied with an unsteady “ja”
(Fremd, 1989:17).
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Inge was alienated from her friends because she could not speak nor
understand English. And because of that she tried to imitate Renate to be friend
with.
As the days passed, Inge became obsessed with Renate. If she could have
simply slipped into her skin and thus gained acceptability she would have
gladly done so. But as it was, she could only make attempts to befriend the
object of her worship (Fremd, 1989:18).

Inge began to idolize Renate Gerhard as she attempted to befriend with other.
She often tried to engage her in the way to their school. However, after Lisl
slapped Inge in her face and reminded her proud of Heinrich, then she began to
spend the most of her time took her solitude by reading a book in the corner of the
schoolyard.
Inge took her first Enid Blyton book out of the library that afternoon. Her
cheek still stung from Lisl’s blow. From then on, she sat in the far corner of
the schoolyard each lunchtime, reading words she barely understood (Fremd,
1989:19).
Inge succeeded in her way to blend in school and that her English improved
has changed her. She did not alienated from her environment anymore whether it
was in school or in society. She became smart in the school.
5.

Ego Identity
Ego identity is the fifth process when Inge was looking for a role model. She

was looking role models of woman for her to inhabit. The first image of woman
role that she found was Mrs. Gerhard, middle aged, pretty, her hair peroxide
honey-blonde, her lips painted boldly blood red. (Fremd, 1989:4) She found the
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image of Mrs. Gerhard but she refused to inhabit that image. When Inge’s body
changes, these changes also make her thought what kind of woman she wants to
be in the future. Inge who did not want to be the same as her mother wanted to be
woman from her knowledge, the picture of woman that she believed will be the
best for her to inhabit, the picture of a woman who became the source of comfort
for men (Fremd, 1989:33). It influenced her personality because the picture of a
woman she was inhabited opposed the picture of her mother. So in result, she
dared to oppose her mother.
Would she become like her mother, Mrs. Kolnikov or Mrs. Gerhard? No, she
thought, she would be different. Her imagination created female figures to
inhabit. She read avidly the books forbidden to her on her mother’s
bookshelf. Books with titles such as Forever Amber and Sinuhe the Egyptian.
She became fascinated by female characters who were a source of comfort to
the men they loved. Men, or so it seemed to her, were sad incomplete
creatures who could only be saved by the love of a woman. When the time
came, she would be such a woman (Fremd, 1989: 33).

6.

Intimacy
In this stage of process Inge’s personality was influenced by her love. The

change of her personality was happened through her romance. Inge for the first
time was dreaming to become a woman who will be the savior of man. Through
romances her personality changed affected by the one she loved. Inge’s first
interesting in romantic thought was from the book she read.
When the rest of the class had left, their excited, babbling voices audible in
snatches as they appeared and disappeared amongst bush and clearing, he led
her to the dozen or so shelves that constituted the library and told her to
choose whatever books she wished to read during the holidays. Inge chose
half a dozen from the few she had not yet read. She did not tell Mr. Cooke
that she now preferred to read romantic fiction (Fremd, 1989:39).
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Inge’s first love was Brian. But, after Inge had fought with Brian to protect
Monika, it was time when Inge started to doubt her father goodness.
Next morning, during arithmetic, a note was passed across the classroom,
landing finally on Inge’s desk. It was in Brian’s barely legible scrawl: My
father says your father is a Nazi and you take after him. Bright red blood shot
into Inge’s face. Her heart pounded (Fremd, 1989:47).

And because of Brian also Inge then said that Karl was not her father.
Because of the humiliation from tormenting caused by Brian then Inge denied
Karl and said that Karl was her stepfather.
The walk home after school was a nightmare for Inge and Monika. Isolated
from the rest, they walked at the edge of the road, Brian leading a troupe of
tormentors. Inge stopped to face Brian, hoping to appeal him. A cry went up
led by Brian, “Nazi, Nazi, your father is a Nazi!” Then the shameful words
passed Inge’s lips, “He is not my father, so there!” (Fremd, 1989:48).

Inge’s next romance was with Dan. For the first time Dan was Inge’s first boy
that she asked to visit her house. However Lisl was disagree with the relationship
between them. Inge who then felt nothing toward Dan shaped her persona as
mysterious beautiful woman.
David Rooney was Inge’s next romance. David Rooney has great influence
toward Inge’s changed personality. David Rooney who was in Inge’s image was a
poor, serious, philosophical man and that his voice was loud and penetrating.
(Fremd, 1989:114). David Rooney once said to Inge, “You can be like your
parents, or change your loyalties.” (Fremd, 1989:114). These words changed Inge
and the Heinrich’s family habit and structure where Heinrich’s always put their
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feelings hidden. Inge became the one who opened her feeling and opposed her
family.
David had changed Inge, changed her speech and manner, made her grown up
and foreign. Under David’s influence Inge was no longer a fellow victim. He
had given her the means to free herself (Fremd, 1989:117).

In the end David became her savior by asking her to leave her house with him
and Inge agreed with him. She left her house and Monika behind.
7.

Care
In this stage, Inge was shaping her womanhood by mimicking Lisl, her

mother. It was when Inge came to Mr. Kolnikov house after school to perform the
task Mrs. Kolnikov was missed, she cleaned the house (Fremd, 1989:37).
Inge felt proud though, her feminity was shaping itself (Fremd, 1989:37).

Inge was proud by doing this because she thought that she has grown up and
not a young girl anymore. It was Lisl idea that Inge should go to Mr. Koch’s on
Saturday morning to clean for him and cook a meal (Fremd, 1989:66). Inge
agreed because she thought it would shape her feminity just as same like when she
went to Mr. Kolnikov house.
8.

Integrity and Despair
This is the last process toward Inge’s personality development. Inge’s

integrity toward her society was her strong anima to be a respectful woman. Her
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integrity that she did not want to be alienated just like her mother was her
background to create her persona.
Both women knew that Lisl could not afford to buy a uniform for Inge to
wear to high school. Inge was pleased. Even a second-hand uniform was
better than none. To be the new girl again, dressed differently, peered at and
assessed, finally to be categorized as poor or strange, was something she
feared. She had no wish to be out of harmony with her new environment. No
wish to identify herself as alien, as her mother did (Fremd, 1989:53).

Inge was in despair when she was seduced by her father, Karl. She was lost.
She killed her father figure and when she tried to tell Emma what her father was
trying to do, Emma denied her and disbelief her. Inge was despair at that time.
Then she put all courage she has and told Lisl about what happened. However, it
did not end happily, Lisl was gone with their mare and Lisl’s body was founded
dead in the next day (Fremd, 1989:154).
After the absent of Lisl figure and the father figure that has already killed by
Inge, now Inge was in despair and more desperate. Inge was mourning the loss of
her mother and she felt closer to her mother than before.
Now Lisl seemed to be everywhere, carried by the swift cockatoos that
moved their vividly coloured crests up and down, drawn along by slow
pythons, whispered into the air by the treetops and the white foam of the sea.
Life around Inge seemed to teem with Lisl’s spirit. Inge felt closer to her than
when she had been alive (Fremd, 1989:154).

In the end, David Rooney came and asked her to come with him. Inge
accepted it and run away from the house with David Rooney leaved Monika,
Emma, Bubi, and Karl. However, Inge’s decision to leave with David Rooney was
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opposed by her anima convincing her that it was wrong decision. But Inge still
chose to run away with David Rooney.
Inge started to leave her room. She caught her reflection in the full-length
mirror. Her image made her uncomfortable. “You don’t love him,” it hissed.
“He’ll make you live his way, fill you with his foreignness. Take care.” She
moved closer to her image until she touched it, then composed herself
(Fremd, 1989:158).

Inge’s personality was created by her unconscious mind based on her images
of archetype that stored in her unconscious mind. Process that has greater
influence on her was influence from intimacy. Archetype that has dominant role
to influence her are Anima, Mother Archetype, Father Archetype, and her
Persona.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

In Angelika Fremd’s novel, Heartland, told a story of a young girl named
Inge who moved to a small city named Eejon from Germany as a result of the
World War. This young girl has high spirit and imagined herself to become
beautiful woman. Inge who lived and grew in new environment faced many
conflicts from her own family and within her then gradually transformed her. Her
feelings that did not want to be assessed as outsider or alienated from her society
pushed her to build persona to achieve it. With many factors influenced her from
within, her personality gradually transformed and develop.
The writer is concluding from the analysis that has been done. First, Inge’s
personality changed from Inge who was in the first always listening to her mother.
She became mistrust her mother. Inge dared to challenge her mother decision and
questioned it. Inge also became a killer of her father image. Inge who was idolized
her father image then killed it after her father tried to seduce her. These two
changes came from Inge’s disbelief on her parents. Next, Inge who was extrovert
in the first and did not have any persona grew persona to gain position in her
family and school. Inge’s lifetime wish was to become a beautiful woman. Inge
transformed from young girl into beautiful adult woman was the changes that
physically and psychology influenced her.
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The second conclusion from second problem formulation is that Inge’s
unconscious mind grew the image of mother, father, anima and persona based on
Jung theory of archetype. Four archetypes the writer finds in Inge are mother
archetype, father archetype, anima (woman perspective) archetype and persona.
The third conclusion is that Inge’s personality influenced by the four
archetypes is through eight process of transforming. First, Inge began to
questioning her mother judgment. This was the process of mistrust the mother.
When she was casting doubt toward Karl, her stepfather, she was through the
second process for doubting the parents. After these process, she initiative to raise
a persona to win the heart of her mother. Inge also built her persona in school to
get the superior status in school. When she reached the care to her household, she
was looking a role model that suited her, and she created the role of a woman
from the books she has read inside her mind. The intimacy or love that she found
also influenced and changed her personality, especially the influences from David
Rooney that changed most of her speech and manner. In the end, her integrity and
her despair forced her to leave her house and Monika behind to run away with
David Rooney.
So it can be concluded from the analysis that actually what has driven Inge to
take some radical decision is the factor from within her. The factors that came
from her unconscious mind have influenced her to take a stand toward her mother
and in the end she decided to leave her house to run away with David Rooney.
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APPENDIX

1.

The Changes on Inge’s personality:
Before

After

Always listening her mother

Mistrust her mother

Trusting the father

Dead of the father

No persona

Persona shaped

Young girl

Woman

2.

The Unconscious mind=Inge’s collective unconscious mind

Archetypes
Mother Archetype
Father Archetype
Persona
Anima (woman side)
3.

The Eight process of development:
Process

Target Relation

Trust and Mistrust

The mother

Doubt

The parents

Initiative and courage

Family

Inferior and Superior

School

Ego Identity

Role Models

Intimacy

Partners and Friends

Care

Household

Integrity and despair

Society
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